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Abstract
The spin–orbit (SO) coupled optical lattices have attracted considerable interest. In this paper, we
investigate the phase diagramof the interacting Fermi gaswith Rashba-type spin–orbit coupling
(SOC) on a square optical lattice. The phase diagram is investigated in awide range of atomic
interactions and SOC strengthwithin the framework of the cluster dynamicalmean-field theory
(CDMFT).We show that the interplay between the atomic interactions and SOC results in a rich
phase diagram. In the deepMott insulator regime, the SOC can induce diverse spin ordered phases.
Whereas near themetal–insulator transition (MIT), the SOC tends to destroy the conventional
antiferromagnetic fluctuations, giving rise to distinctive features of theMIT. Furthermore, the strong
fluctuations arising from SOCmay destroy themagnetic orders and trigger an order to disorder
transition in close proximity of theMIT.

1. Introduction

The study of quantummany-body effects and new exotic states ofmatter are currently amongst themain topics
in condensed-matter physics [1, 2]. During the last few years, the successfulmanipulation of ultracold atoms in
optical lattices [3–7] and the experimental progress in the spin–orbit coupling (SOC) of degenerate atomic gases
[8–12] havemade it possible to explore diverse quantumphases [13–20].More recently, optical lattices
combinedwith SOChave attracted enormous interest. It was shown that SOCplays prominent roles inmany
fascinating phenomena, such as non-Abelian interferometry [21] andmagneticmonopole [22, 23], topological
phase transitions [24–26], non-Abelian localization [27], or emerging relativistic fermions [28].

When competingwith strong atomic interactions, SOC introduces additional degrees of quantum
fluctuation, giving rise to remarkablemany-body ground states. For example, the study of the superfluid toMott
insulator transition in the Bose–Hubbardmodel with synthetic SOChas demonstrated that, Rashba-type SOC
can induce intriguingmagnetism in the deepMott regime [29–36, 39], as well as an exotic superfluid phasewith
magnetic textures near theMott transition [30, 36]. Despite this, the essential properties of themetal–insulator
transition (MIT) of interacting fermion systems have been demonstrated less often.

TheMIT lies at the heart ofmany-body physics, which has achieved great advances in optical lattices
[40, 41]. In this paper, we investigate the phase diagramof the interacting Fermi gaswith Rashba-type SOCon a
square optical lattice. Such a system can be described by the spin–orbit (SO) coupled fermionicHubbardmodel,
see equation (1).We show that the SOChas important implications on the properties ofMIT and phase diagram
of this system. In the deepMott insulator regime, the SOC can induce diverse spin ordered phases.Whereas near
theMIT, the SOC tends to destroy the conventional antiferromagnetic fluctuations, resulting in the distinctive
features of theMIT. Further we found that, though the spin configurations in the deepMott regime can be
captured by an effective spinmodel, it fails near theMIT. The strong fluctuations arising fromSOCmay destroy
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themagnetic orders and trigger an order to disorder transition. These issues are investigatedwithin the unified
theoretical framework of cluster dynamicalmean-field theory (CDMFT) [42–44].

The paper is organized as follows. In the following sectionwe introduce the definition of the SO coupled
fermionicHubbardmodel. Subsequently, in section 3, we present themethodology of theCDMFT in the
presence of the SOC. In section 4, we analyze in detail theMIT and spin configurations in the entire phase
diagram. Finally in section 5, we discuss some experimental related issues and present conclusions.

2. Themodel

Weconsider a systemof two-component Fermi gasmoving in an optical square lattice. In the tight binding
approximation, theHamiltonian reads

( )H t c c U n n nˆ ˆ ˆ H. c. ˆ ˆ ˆ , (1)
ij

i ij j

i

i i

i

i
†∑∑ ∑ ∑μ= − + + +

σσ
σ σ

〈 〉 ′
′ ↑ ↓

where t is the overall tunnelingmatrix element and ciσ (ci
†
σ) denotes fermionic annihilation (creation) operator

for a fermion of spin ,σ = ↑ ↓ on the lattice site i. Thefirst term describes the nearest-neighboring hoppings
with the hoppingmatrices given by A r rexp[i · ( )]ij i j≡ − , where A ( , , 0)y xβσ ασ= denotes a non-Abelian
gaugefieldwhich can be generated by the laser-induced spin-flipped tunneling [21, 22]. In this paperwe set
β α= − , which implies that the SOC is of Rashba type [29–39]. In this case, the spin-conserved hopping term is
proportional to t cos α, and the spin-flipped term is in proportion to t sin α. The valueU is the on-site atomic
repulsion and μ is the chemical potential. The particle number operator is n n nˆ ˆ ˆi i i= +↑ ↓ with n c cˆ ˆ ˆi i i

†=σ σ σ .

3. Calculationmethod

We study the physical properties ofHamiltonian equation (1)with theCDMFT, using theHirsch–FyeQuantum
MonteCarlo algorithm as the impurity solver [45, 46]. TheCDMFT incorporates spatial correlations and has
been shown to be successful in the study ofMIT andmagnetic orders. Belowwe describe briefly how to
determine the energy gap andmagnetization in the framework of CDMFT.

In the presence of SOC,we canmap the square lattice onto two sets of sublattices for spin up (down)
respectively, as shown infigure 1(a). The 2× 2 clusters are embedded in a self-consistentmediumwith theWeiss

function of the cluster represented by g
g g

g g(i )
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ω =

↑↑ ↑↓

↓↑ ↓↓
, where gσσ and g ¯σσ are the 4× 4matrix

corresponding to spin conserved and spin-flippedWeiss functions. Due to the presence of the spin-flipping

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the SO coupled square lattices, which aremapped onto two sets of sublattices for spin up (red) and down
(blue) respectively. The central shaded box denotes the 2× 2 cluster, where the dashed lines represent the spin-flipped hoppings. (b)
Single-particle energy spectra for 0.3α π= . (c) Density of states E( )ρ for non-interacting fermions with the strength of SOC

[0, 2]α π∈ .
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term in equation (1), g↑↓ and g↓↑ are generally nonzero.Here, theWeiss function is determined by the cluster

self-energy (i )Σ ω via the coarse-grainedDyson equation [42, 43]

g
t k
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i ( ) (i )
(i ), (2)
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where t k( ) is the Fourier-transformed hoppingmatrix withwave vector k in the cluster reduced Brillouin zone

of the superlattice, and (i )
⎛
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Σ Σ=
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is the self-energy of the cluster. Then, we introduce two-

componentNambu spinor operator c cˆ [ˆ , ˆ ]i i
† † †Ψ = ↑ ↓ and c cˆ [ˆ , ˆ ]i i

TΨ = ↑ ↓ , and define the cluster Green’s function
as
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Once g (i )ω is determined, the impurity solver can be used to compute the cluster Green’s function G (i )ω .
Eventually, by using theDyson equation g G(i ) (i ) (i )1 1Σ ω ω ω= −− − , the self-consistent iterative G (i )ω is
obtained.

The energy gapΔ can be derived from the local density of states (LDOS). By implementing the analytic
extension of the imaginary time cluster Green’s function G (i )ω via themaximumentropymethod [47], we have

A Gk( ) ( , )
1

Im ( ) . (4)ii

k
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π

ω= ≈ −

Then in the spectrumof LDOS, we can obtain the energy gapΔ by the energy width of zero density of states.
The spin phases in theMott insulating regime can be characterized by the spin structure factor

S S e
i iq

q ri · i∑= ∣ ∣with q the 2Dwave vector. Here, S Ŝi i= 〈 〉denotes localmagnetic order parameter on site i of

the cluster, with three components given by
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Todefine themagnetization of spin ordered phases, we can rotate the localmagnetic order parameter Si on each
cluster site to a global coordinate system: US S( )i i iϕ′ = , with iϕ the angle between the local and global

coordinates. Thenwe can define m S
N i

N
i

1

1
∑= ′

=
with themagnetization given by m m

a x y z a
2

, ,
2∑= = . For

example, in the xy-AFM shown infigure 1, there are two sublattices ( 0, )i A i Bϕ ϕ π= =∈ ∈ , we have

m S
N i

N
i i

1

1
∑ ϵ=

=
, where 1iϵ = ± is for sites belonging to sublatticeA(B) respectively. This general definition of

magnetization is also applied to other spin phases throughout this paper. Inwhat follows, we shall investigate the
phase diagramon the half-filled square lattice for awide range of atomic interactions and SOC strength.

4. Results

Ourmain results are summarized infigure 2. First, we examine the case with 0α = inHamiltonian
equation (1), which recovers theHubbardmodel on a conventional square lattice. Infigure 3(a), we plot the
scaling analysis of the critical interaction strengthU tc for theMIT.We show that, for larger clusters, the
interaction strengthU tc at zero temperature would approach tomuch smaller values. This is because half-filled
square lattice has a perfect nesting Fermi surface, which strongly enhances the antiferromagnetic (AF)
fluctuations and essentially drives system into an insulator with infinitesimal atomic interaction [48]. On the
other hand, we can restrict the CDMFT calculations to be in the paramagnetic phase, amuch largerU t 6.05c ≃
will then be obtained, agreeingwell with the result fromG.Kotliar’(s) group [49]. Belowwe can see, once the
SOC is away from 0α = , the perfect nesting Fermi surface is destroyed and the critical value ofU tc for theMIT
becomes finite.

Now,we turn to the effects of the SOCon theMIT.We concentrate on the region of [0, 2]α π∈ , and the
relevant physical results are not affected in other regions. First, the single-particle spectrum is split into two
bands (seefigure 1(b)), with the zero energy Fermi surface possessing a particle and hole Fermi-pocket around
the center and corner of the Brillouin zone. The corresponding density of states (DOS) for non-interacting
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fermions is shown infigure 1(c), where the zero energyDOS is suppressed and the bandwidth shrinks gradually
with increasing α. The suppressed zero energyDOS reduces the correlation effects on Fermi surface and hence
enhancesU tc of theMIT,whereas the shrinking bandwidth tends to stabilize theMott insulator at a smaller
U tc . The two effects compete with each other, leading to the drastic changes of theMITboundary in the phase
diagram. Infigure 2we show that, away from 0α = , the value ofU tc rapidly increases due to the suppression of
the conventional AFfluctuations on the square lattices. Subsequently, theMIT exhibits a nonmonotonic
behavior as a function ofα. Specially at 2α π= , where relativistic Dirac fermions emerge in themetallic phase
[28], theMIT occurs at afinite atomic interactionwithU t 4.1c = .

In order to feature theMIT in the presence of SOC, infigure 3(b)we plot the evolution ofDOS at different
atomic interactions for 1.0α = .We show that, compared to the 0α = case, the zero-energy spectral peak in the
metallic phase (red line) is largely suppressed by the SOC. Simultaneously, two satellite peaks appear
corresponding to theVanHove singularity shown infigure 1(c). Then, the zero energy peaks are gradually
reduced and a gap openswith the increase of atomic interactions.

Infigure 4(a), we plot the corresponding single-particle gapΔ andmagnetizationm as functions ofU t for
1.0α = . The insulating phase characterized by a non-zeroΔ is accompanied by afinitem simultaneously,

indicating that amagnetic order arises. Infigure 2, we determine the specificmagnetic phases by identifying the
spin configurations on 2× 2 cluster.We show that as α increases the system transits from the xy-antiferromagnet
(xy-AFM) to the spiral, the stripe, and the spin vortex (SV) phases. The structure factor of the xy-AFMhas a peak
at q ( , )π π= , the stripe phase at q (0, )π= , and the SV phase at q ( , 0)π= and q (0, )π= . Between the xy-
AFMand the stripe phases, spiral phases where the spins spiral in the z-q planewith qq ( , )π= the in-plane
wave vectormay appear.However, the spiral phase is hard to be explicitly identified on 2× 2 cluster. To

Figure 2.Phase diagramof the half-filled FermiHubbardmodel withRashba-type SOCobtained by the cluster dynamicalmean-field
theorywith a 2 × 2 cluster at T t0.05= . The solid linewith dots is the phase boundary of theMIT. The purple-colored regions denote
the diverse spin ordered phases of xy-antiferromagnet (xy-AFM), spiral (the green and red arrows indicate the spins have up or down
z-components), stripe, and spin vortex (SV) in theMott insulating regime. For cα α> , there exhibits a nonmagnetic insulating
(NMI) phase in the vicinity of theMIT.

Figure 3. (a) Temperature scaling of the interaction strengthU tc of theMIT for 0α = , with 2 × 2 and 4× 4 cluster respectively.
(b) Evolution ofDOS at different interaction strengthU t for 1.0α = .
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overcome this difficulty, we explore on a larger 4 × 4 cluster, and a spiral-4 phase with spatial period of 4 × 2
lattice sites is clearly identified infigure 5.

Qualitatively, themagnetic phase transitions can be understood from an effective spinmodel. ForU t 1≫ ,
we can apply the second order perturbation theory to the system and obtain

( )H J S S D S Sˆ ˆ ˆ · ˆ ˆ , (8)
i x y a x y z

a
i
a

i
a

i ieff
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+ +
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ˆ
, 2

ˆ ˆ
2

ˆ
2α α= = = = = , and t x UD 4 sin(2 ) ˆŷ

2 α= .
Here, thefirst term is the conventionalHeisenberg coupling and the second termdenotes the so-called
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya (DM)-type super-exchange [50, 51]. The inducedDM-type term favors spiral type order
and competes with theHeisenberg coupling, tending to formdiverse spin phases.

Note that, the above effective spinmodel (8)works only for the deepMott regimewith the atomic kinetic
energies being treated perturbatively. In close proximity to themore interestedMott transition, such a
perturbative description breaks down and the strong fluctuations arising from the SOCmay destroy the
magnetic orders and trigger an order to disorder transition. To address this issue, one needs to implement a non-
perturbativemethod such as theCDMFT to explore in detail the phase diagram as infigure 2.Wefind that,
despite the robustness of the diverse spin phases in theMott insulating regimewith up tomodest values of the
SOC, a quantumnonmagnetic insulating (NMI) phase can emerge in the vicinity of theMIT for cα α>
( 1.43cα ≃ ). TheNMI phase is characterized infigure 4(b), where the single-particle gapΔ andmagnetizationm
occur for different atomic interactionsUc1

andUc2
. Specifically in the intermediate regionU U Uc c1 2

⩽ ⩽ , the
system enters into an insulating state butwith no long-rangemagnetic order within the current CDMFT
methodology. This suggests a tricritical point, where by increasing α depending onU t , one can enter either SV
phase inMott insulating regime orNMI phase from themetal phase.We note that forα being close to 2π , the
SOC can induce relativistic Dirac cones in themetallic phase with theDOS being almost suppressed at zero
energy, whichmay destroy the spin ordered phases near the boundary ofMIT.Whereas for cα α< , themetal
phase transits directly into the SVphase.

Figure 4. Single-particle gapΔ andmagnetizationm as functions of the interaction strengthU t for (a) 1.0α = and (b) 1.5α = ,
respectively.

Figure 5. Spin phase diagram in theMott insulating regimewithU t 7.5= on the 4× 4 cluster. The intervals of the xy-AFM, SV and
stripe phases agree well with those on the 2 × 2 cluster. Specifically, a spiral-4 phasewith spatial period of 4 × 2 lattice sites (the green
and red arrows indicate the spins have up or down z-components) is explicitly identified between the xy-AFMand stripe phases. The
shaded area indicates other commensurate or non-commensurate spiral phases.
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The emergence of theNMI phase is further confirmed on a 4 × 4 cluster. The larger size of cluster
incorporatemore spin correlations and thus, a better description of the atomic correlations and SOC induced
fluctuations can be expected. Figure 6 plots the phase diagram forα being close to 2π .We found that, in the
4× 4 cluster, the regime of theNMI phase is slightly expanded, which seems to indicate that theNMI is robust in
this system.We further show, in the inset offigure 6, the temperature dependence of theNMI phase. The
interval between themetallic and SVphases enlargewith decreasing temperature. This demonstrates that the
NMI phase ismore stable at low temperatures by the suppression of thermal fluctuations.

TheNMI phase breaks neither spin nor lattice symmetry, suggesting a potential spin–liquid (SL) ground
state. Such a fundamental state wasfirst proposed byAnderson [52] and has long been sought in the frustrated
spin systems [53]. Recently, interacting fermionmodels have attractedwide attentions [54–57], and it was
reported that a SL state can be identified on honeycomb lattice between the semimetal and the AF insulatorwith

t U t3.5 4.3⩽ ⩽ [54]. Despite this, its presence has been challenged since the interval of the SL phase is small,
andmay vanish under the finite-size scaling [58–60]. The latest results using large-scale quantumMonteCarlo
(QMC) showed that, if the SL state exists, the possible regime reduces substantially to a small interval

t U t3.8 3.9⩽ ⩽ [58]. Similar situations have been encountered for the staggered-fluxmodel on a square lattice
[61, 62].Here, the essential feature characterizing the present system is the considerably large space of
parameters, where theNMI phase emerges. This is in sharp contrast to the limited phase space
( t U t3.4 3.9⩽ ⩽ ) obtained in the interacting fermions on honeycomb lattices [63]. In particular, the predicted
NMI phase occurs until cα α> , showing that it is a strong field effect of the SOC.

The absence ofmagnetic orders in theNMI phase implies strong short-range spin correlation.However, it
may decay as a power-law or exponentially. To explore this issue, we calculate the staggered spin–spin
correlation function

C r( ) ( 1) S S S S S S (9)x x y y z zr
r r r0 0 0= − 〈 + + 〉

as shown infigure 7, where the spin correlation functions arefitted to a power-law as C rr( ) 1∼ γ . In theNMI
phase, we find that the exponent α is less than 2with 1.6α ∼ in our simulations.Whereas in the deepMott
insulating regimewhere spin is ordered,α becomesmuch smaller. Therefore, theNMI phase seems to suggest a
candidate of algebraic SL.

Here we shouldmention that, althoughwe present strong evidence that aNMI phase occurs in a
considerably large regime of parameters, a further systematic investigation of the charge gap and the
magnetization as a function of the cluster size is certainly needed before a definite conclusion can be drawn. A
large-scaleQMCcalculationwith the SOCwould be implemented in future studies.

5.Discussion and conclusions

Finally, we discuss the experiment related issues. The above phenomena of the intriguingMIT andmatter states
can be investigated in experiments. In optical lattices, theMott insulating phase can be detected by site-resolved
imaging of single atoms [64–68], and the spin textures occurring in theMott phase can be observed via in situ

Figure 6.Phase diagram in the vicinity ofMIT for α being close to 2π and T t0.05= , obtainedwith 2× 2 and 4× 4 cluster
respectively. The starsmark the parameters employed infigure 7. Inset: temperature dependence of the phase diagram for 2α π= .
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microscopy [69] or through spin-resolved time-of-flightmeasurements [70]. On the other hand, the spin
correlation can bemeasured by the spin structure factors in optical Bragg scattering [71, 72], whichmay present
the signatures of the spin ordered phases and the power-law scaling of theNMI phase. In addition, an extremely
low temperature has been recently realized to approach the superexchange energy scales [73, 74].

In summary, we have investigated the half-filled Fermi gaswith Rashba-type SOCon a square lattice.We
show that this systemdisplays a rich phase diagram. The interplay between the atomic interactions and the SOC
results in distinctive features of theMIT. In the deepMott regime, the SOC can induce diverse spin ordered
phases. Near theMott transition, wefind the strongfield effect of the SOC can drive an order to disorder
transition, and a quantumNMIphase emerges. These properties can be explored in experiments.
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